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INTRODUCTION
Groups first arose as groups of transformations, while 
now they are considered just as groups in the abstract. 
The theory of Lie groups was developed by Sophus Lie 
(1842-1899) in connection with the integration of systems 
of differential equations.
We can see how such a transformation group arises by 
considering the system of differential equations
dx^
(1) = a^(x) (i = 1 , ..., n), where the x^
are the Cartesian coordinates of a point x in real 
Euclidean n-space. >
Assuming that the system of equations has a solution for 
all values of x, integrating the equations (1) vie obtain
(2) x ^ ’ = f^(x,t),(i = 1 , ..., n) where f^ is some 
function depending on x and t, and x L =  x^(t).
Taking n=3, we can interpret (2) as defining a transforma­
tion of the whole of the space; with each point x we 
can associate the point x ' of the three-space. This 
can be expressed by putting x*=xS^. (S^) is thus a
family of transformations of space, and it is easy to 
see that these transformations form a group:
xS^S^, = x S ^ + ^ ,  , x S ^  = X , x S ^ S _ ^  = X
for any point x .
-7-
This group of transformations regarded as an abstract 
group, is isomorphic to the additive group of real 
numbers.
Group Representations:
The theory of group representations for finite non- 
commutative groups began in the middle 1890's with several 
important papers by Frobenius. His celebrated theorem, 
the so-called Frobenius Reciprocity Theorem [17] can be 
stated as follows:
Theorem: Let G be a compact group, and H a closed sub­
group of G. Let be an irreducible representation of 
H, and let V be an irreducible representation of G. If 
U is the representation of G, induced from the representa­
tion of H, then U contains V as a discrete summand 
exactly as many times as the restriction of V to H contains 
as a discrete summand. (See Sections 2.2, 2.3 and 4.2).
Frobenius’s work was continued by others - notably 
Burnside and Schur. Until around 1919 group representa­
tions was exclusively concerned with representations of 
finite dimensional groups. Then however Schur pointed 
out that using integration on the group manifold, one 
could carry many results to compact Lie groups. This 
idea was taken up by Hermann Weyl in the 19 20's and 
integrated with earlier work of E. Cartan on the structure 
and representation of Lie algebras. Weyl's results
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included a complete determination of the irreducible 
representations of all compact Lie groups having simple 
Lie algebras, and in collaboration with F. Feter he 
proved the so-called Peter-Weyl theorem allowing one to 
decompose the space of square summable functions on any 
compact Lie group into finite dimensional translation 
invariant subspaces indexed by the irreducible representa­
tions. If G is compact and commutative, then G is 
discrete and Peter-Weyl theorem reduces to Riesz-Fischer 
theorem ([15]; see also sections 1.3 and 2.1).
This can be seen as follows:
A representation of the commutative group G is irreducible 
if an only if it is one-dimensional (section 2.1). A one­
dimensional representation V of G is of the form V(x)=x(x)I, 
where x6G, and I is the identity in a one dimensional
vector space (see section 1.3). Since G is also compact, 
it follows from Peter-Weyl theorem that the regular
representation of G is a direct sum of irreducible representa-
2
tions (section 1.2). Thus L (G,y) is a direct sum of
one dimensional invariant subspaces, and V is a sub-
representation of the regular representation acting in a
one dimensional invariant subspace. Hence if is an
element in this subspace then y (x) 4 (y) =([) (yx) for x,y in G.
Thus (j)(x)=c x(x) for some constant c . Thus each one 
X X
dimensional invariant subspace must be the set of all 
complex multiples of a fixed character y of C. From Peter- 
Weyl theorem it now follows that each fGL (G,p) may be
— 8A“
uniquely written in the form
f=Zc^X/ where convergence is in the sense of the 
Hilbert space norm.
Assuming y(G)=l, we have 
<f,X>L2 (G,p)"h V)x(x)du(x)=c^.
The constants c^  are, in fact, the Fourier coefficients
X
of f in (G,y).
This is easily seen, if we let G to be the rotation 
group in the plane. Then for each integer n, we let
Then it is easy to prove that is a character and 
there are no other characters. It now follows that every 
periodic function f on the line with period 2 tt can be
I
fH _.
written in the form f (x) = Zc e^^* where c = 1/2ttI f(x)e “^ d x
n n ^ U
Seeing this link between group representation and Fourier 
analysis, it seems that a need to have an analogue of the 
character notion for non-commutative groups may have played 
a role in motivating Frobenius to create the theory of 
group representations.
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Applications of Group Representations in Physics
The representation t  »U(t) of the additive group of
the real line was the first example of a unitary representa­
tion of a non-compact group to be explicitly analyzed.
This was worked out by Stone in a paper published in 19 30. 
However before this took place group representations had 
entered into quantum mechanics through the fact that every 
symmetry of a physical system is reflected in an auto­
morphism of the lattice of closed subspaces of the underlying 
Hilbert space and that this in turn is implemented either 
by a unitary or an a^ui-unitazj ope'cotor. In the special 
case in which one is dealing with an atom with n electrons 
the compact group of rotations about the nucleus has natural 
unitary representations in the state space of the atom 
and the analysis of these turned out to be of great con­
ceptual and computational importance in the understanding 
of the atom. This seems to have first been observed by 
Wigner in ''926 and 1927, Weyl became interested in this 
and published his Gruppentheorie und Quantenmechanik in 
1928.
In his 1930 paper Stone showed that there always exists a
— itHunique self-adjoint operator H such that U(t)=e , and 
that every self-adjoint operator occurs for some unitary 
representation t — — ^U(t). Stone's theorem reduced the 
theory of the unitary representations of the additive 
group of the real line to the theory of self-adjoint operators 
in Hilbert space.
-10-
In the saiTte paper Stone announced the fundamental theorem 
on the essential uniqueness of the systems of operators 
satisfying the fundamental Heisenberg commutation relations
qjPj-Pjgj=il/ and von Neumann 
published a proof in 1931. Since Pj and q^ are unbounded, 
von Neumann replaced them by the so-called Weyl fonris.
(See section 2.3).
The Stone-von Neumann theorem seems to be rather artificial 
from purely a mathematical point of view. It has, however, 
several important generalizations from which the Stone- 
von Neumann theorem can be deduced as a corollary.
The Generalizations of the Stone-von Neumann Theorem: 
Definition : Let (X/H) be a Borel space, and VV a
Hilbert space. A spectral measure in X is a function E 
whose domain is Quand whose values are projections on ^
such that E(X)=1, and E(UM^) = Je(M^), whenever is a
^ ^ n
disjoint sequence of sets in OL.
The spectrum of a spectral measure E is the complement in X 
of the union of all those open sets M for which E(M)=0.
A spectral measure is compact, if its spectrum is compact.
Theorem 1 : Let (X,OQ be a Borel space, a n d a  Hilbert
space. A projection-valued function E onCJLis a spectral 
measure if and only if
-12-
Multiplicity. Chelsea Publishing Company, 1951.
In 19 4 3 and 1944 Neumark, Ambrose and Godement independently 
discovered a generalization of Stone's theorem which can be 
stated as follows:
Let G be a separable locally compact commutative 
group and U a unitary representation of G in a separable 
Hilbert space
Then every projection-valued measure P (see section 
2.1) defined on the dual group G is a projection-valued 
measure canonically associated to a uniquely (up to unitary 
equivalence) defined unitary representation U of G.
Furthermore, for every vector f i n ^ , and x6G,
<U(x)f,f>=/x(x)dy^(x), where y^ is the measure 
E ><P_(f),f>. If G is the additive group of the real
ih
line, then this reduces to Stone's theorem, since elements
 ^ i t X
of G are, in this case, of the form x e for tGIR.
In 1948 Mackey discovered a generalization of Stone-von 
Neumann theorem to arbitrary separable locally compact 
groups.
»
For any separable locally compact commutative group G , 
he considered the equation
(A) - U(x)V(x) = X(x)V(x)U(x), where xGG, yGG, and U,V 
are unitary representations of G and G, respectively 
(see sections 1.3 and 2.3). By Stone's generalization 
of the spectral measure theory, and Neumark-Ambrose- 
Godement theorem, he loticcd that the representation V 
of G can be replaced by a projection-valued measure P
A A
on G (Section 2.3). G can be identified with C by 
Pontryagin-von Kampen Duality Theorem (Lemma 2.3.9).
-15-
CHAPTER I
I
A Brief Survey of the Theory 
of Unitary Group Representations
We give here definitions and some well-known theorems in 
group representation theory.
They are by no means complete and this survey will serve 
as an introduction to the following chapters.
The notation and terminology given here is consistent with 
those given by Mackey in [17].
Adequate references for this chapter are supplied in 
the bibliography.
1.1. G- Spaces :
1.1.1; Definition: Let X be a set. A collection O L o f  
subsets of X is said to be a b-algebra in X : if (%_ has
the following properties:
1) x e O b
2) E S Q L  implies where cE is the complement 
of E relative to X; ^
3) If E^eOL for i=l,2..., then U EjC
j=l
— 16 —
If 02. is a a-algebra in X, then the tuple ( X ) is 
called a measurable space, and members of ÇjLare called 
measurable sets in X.
Let (X,OL) be a measurable space, and Y a topological 
space. Then the map f:X-^Y is said to be measurable if 
(V)C0Cfor every open set V in Y.
Definition 1.1.2; Let (x,QQ be a measurable space.
A measure y on (X is a set function y : [ o , « ] , which
is countably additive.
If (X,OL) is a measurable space, and y a measure defined 
on the measurable sets in then the triple (X,0[,y) -is
called a measure space.
Definition 1.1.3: Let X be a topological space.
Let Q) be the smallest *^-algebra in X containing all open 
sets in X. Members of(E)are called Borel sets in X. The 
tuple (X,%) is called a Borel space.
Remarks : Open sets, closed sets, countable intersection of
open sets, and countable union of closed sets are examples 
of Borel sets.
-17“
2) If (X/J)) is a Borel space, Y a topological space,
f :X a continuous mapping, then f ^(V)e^for every
open set V in Y. Hence every continuous mapping of X
is Borel measurable.
Functions on X which are measurable relative to the Borel 
u-algebraOk of X are called Borel functions.
3) Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space. A 
measure p defined on the a-algebra of all Borel sets in 
X is called a Borel measure.
4) Let X be a topological space. A base for X is
a class B of open sets such that for every x in X and every 
neighbourhood V of x, there exists a set B in B such that 
xGBcV. X IS said to be separable, if there exists a countable 
base for its open sets.
Let X be r separable locally compact Hausdorff «:'pace, and 
y a Borel measure defined on the a-algebra of all Borel 
sets in X.
Then, 1) For any compact set KC%,y(K)<™;
2) For any Borel set E in X, y (E)=sup{y(K)|k c E,K compact} 
A Borel measure satisfying 2) is said to be regular.
— 18—
Definition 1.1.4; Let G be a group which is
also a Borel space. G is said to be a Borel group, if the
map (x,y)->xy“  ^ of GxG into G is Borel.
Definitions 1.1.5: Let X be a Borel space, and G a
separable Borel group. We say that X is a G-space, if for 
each gGG, there exists a Borel automorphism,of X,ag:x— x^*.g 
such tthat,
1) r the identity automorphism on X, where eGG is
the identity element.
“ g,g ="“ A “ g2 
1 2
X is said to be a Borel G-space if the map (x,g)^x.g of X%G 
into X is Borel.
Let X be a separable locally compact Hausdorff space, and 
G a separable locally compact group. Suppose that X is a 
G-space and the map (x,g)->x.g of XxG into X is continuous. 
Then X is a Borel G-space and G is said to act continuously 
on X.
Remark: Let X be a separable locally compact Hausdorff
space,and G a separable locally compact group. Suppose that 
G acts continuously on X.
-21-
1) y is not identically zero;
2) y(E.g)=y(E) for every Borel set E, and gSG. 
y is said to be a right invariant Haar measure on G. 
Remark; • The Borel measure defined in 1.1.8 is regular
Theorem 1.1.9: In every locally compact topological group
there exists at least one right-invariant Haar measure.
Theorem 1.1.10: If y and v are right invariant Haar
measures in a locally compact topological group G, then 
there exists a constant c, 0<c<~, such that y{E)=cv(E) 
for every Borel set E.
The last two theorems aa.e proved in Halmos [5] . ]
1.2 Unitary Group Representations:
Let ^ b e  a separable Hilbert space, and^L(H^) the set of 
all unitary operators on ^ .
Definition 1.2.1: Let ,{U^} be a sequence of elements in
. Then U ^  strongly, if and only if U^ (f>-^ V(p for
— 22 —
for all (p in
The strong topology for tLlW is the smallest topology 
which makes all the maps continuous.
Lemma 1.2.2; ^^ttjequipped with its strong topology is a 
separable, topological group.
Proof: Since is separable, there exists a countable set 
DC.(^  dense in <^. Then the strong topology fortL(\l) is the 
smallest topology which makes all the maps U->Ucj)(deD) con­
tinuous. Since there are only countably many such maps it 
follows t h a t i s  separable.
To prove t h a t i s  a topological group, we have to show 
that the map (U,V)->UV”  ^ of x into is continuous.
For any and elements in we have,
l |u v “ h - u ^ v ^ " h |  | < | l v ( v “ % ) - v ^ { v " h  ) I I +1 |u (v ‘ h ) -u ^ (v ;^ $ )  11
using the fact that UV is a unitary operator.
This last inequality shows that 41(4^ ) is a topological group.
Definition 1.2.3: Let^ be a separable Hilbert space and
G a separable, locally compact topological group. By a 
unitary representation of G in VV we mean a homomorphism 
x^U (x) of the group G into the group such that for any
-23-
the function x U^(x)cf)' of G into ^  is continuous.
Lemma 1.2.4; Let G be a separable, locally compact group 
and ^  a separable Hilbert space.
Suppose that for each xGG,U(x) is a unitary operator on«^., 
and for each x , yGG U(xy)=U(x)U(y). Then U is a unitary 
representation of G in if are measurable functions
of X for all
This lemma is preyed in Varadarajan [2^ ] (pages 34, 55).
By theorem 1.1.9 there exists a right invariant Haar 
measure y on G. We form the Hilbert space of all 
complex-valued Borel functions, ,
such that > ‘
I I 2Ig |(j)(x) I dy(x)<°°. Its scalar product is given by.
<(|),b>=| ^(x)b(x)dy(x). 
G
For each x,z6G we define
U (x) (f) (z) ='-^ (zx) (4)61^ (G, y ) ) .
Then we have
1) for each x,y6G, U(xy)=U(x)U(y)
2
2) for each xGG, and <P,i{jeL (G,y), we have
U (x) (j) (y) U (x) b (y ) dy (y ) =
G
<U(x)4>,U(x)b>=
4) (yx)îKÿ3c)'dy (y) = ^(y)^(y)dy(yx~^) =
J r'
4> (y ) 4^ (y) dy (y) =<4^, 4^ > , since y is right-invariant.
G
2
Hence U(g) is a unitary operator on L (G,y) for each gGG,
-24-
9
3) For each x=G, and 4> ,4^61“ ( G ) we have
<U (x) 4) ,i|;> = [ U(x)4) (y)4; (y) dy (y) =1 4> (yx) ij; (y) dy (y) . The 
J G J G
integrand is a Borel measurable function in both variables.
It follows that, <U(x)^,b> is a Borel function on G for each 
2
4) ,b in L (G,y ) .
Hence by lemma 1.2.4 U is a unitary representation of G. We 
call this representation the right regular representation of G
Definition 1.2.5: A representation U in ^  is said to be
equivalent to a representation U' in , if there exists a
unitary isomorphism W:^ of ^  onto such that
U'(g)=WUCg)W^l for all gGG.
Definition 1.2.6: Let U be a representation of G in Vi, and U '
a representation of G in Let V be a bounded linear trans­
formation from ^  to . V is said to be an intertwining 
operator for U and U ' provided VU(g)=U'(g)V for all g in G.
Remarks : If U=U’, then the set of all intertwining operators
for U and U ' is the set of all bounded linear operators which 
commute with U(g) for all g6G, It is an algebra which we call 
the commuting algebra CH  (U) of U.
In the following G will always be a separable locally compact 
group a n d a  separable Hilbert space.
-29-
We say that G is a semi-direct product of N and K; we write 
NWK.
4)
Conversely, let N and K be any two locally compact groups 
and a:K-^AutN be a homomorphism of K into the group of
automophisms of N such that for kÇK, and neN,a(k) (n) is
>■
continuous on NxK.- The set NxK becomes a topological
group,if the group multiplication is defined by
(ni ,ki)(n2/k2)='(nja(kiXri2)/kik2) , for (n^,k^) 6 NxK, 1=1,2^-. . ,
I
ai4d NxK is equipped with the product topology.
Definition 1.3.5; Let N be a separable, locally compact, 
commutative group. Let N be the set of all continuous, 
complex-valued functions of modulus one on N satisfying, 
X(xy)=x(x)x(y) for all x,y in N.
 ^ A
N is a group,called the dual group of N, and elements of N 
are said to be characters of N.
Remark: N is, in fact, a separable locally compact group.
We shall assume this fact without proof.
-31-
2) P (S^nS2) =P ( S ) P (S2) for any Borel sets anJ S2 in
This condition states that a system which is both in and S2 
is in S^AS2 . As an immediate consequence, it also follows 
that
P(S^)P(S2)=P(S2)P(S^) .
3) P(S^US2)=P(S^)+P(S2)-P(S^1S2) for any Borel sets and S2
in
Hence, if S^, i=l,2,,.. are disjoint Borel sets in 2?, then
P(US.)=ZP(S.) .
i ^ i 1
This states that the set of the states of the system for which 
it is localized in 8^062 is the closed subspace spanned by the 
states localized in , and those localized in S2 .
3
4) P (21 )=1. Hence, the probability of finding the system 
somewhere in 21 ^  is one.
3
For any a in 21 , and a rotation R in three-space let U(a,R)
be the unitary operator whose application to a wave function 
]{j yields the wave function ip rotated by R and translated by 
a. Hence, U (a,R)b (x)=; b(x"^R for x in 21^. Without loss of 
physical generality, it can be assumed that the operators 
U(a,R) form a representation of the Euclidean group up to a 
+ sign.
-32-
Hence,
U ( j Ê i U  (^2/R2) =w ( (a^ fRi) / (&2 '^ 2^  ^ ^  •-i'^ 2^^ 1^  ' ^ 1^2^ ' 
where oj=±l,
We S t a t e  condition 5)
P(SR“^+a)=U(a,R)P(S)U(a,R)"/, where SR~^+a is the set
obtained from the Borel set S by carrying out the rotation R
followed by the translation a.
Condition 5) states that if 0 is a state in which the system 
is localized in S, then U(a,R)0 is a state in which the system 
is localized in SR ^+a.
The above discussion motivates us to the following general 
definitions :
Definition 2.1.1: Let M be a Borel space, and let P be a
function which carries each Borel subset E of M into a projection 
Pg in a Hilbert space ^  such that
(2) if E^riEj=4) for i^g, then P^^ =ZPg
(3) P^=0, and Pj^=l.
P is called a projection-valued measure on M to |4 .
Let N be a separable, locally compact, commutative group, 
and let U be any representation of N in a Hilbert space 
We shall determine the projection-valued measure on N, the 
dual group of N.
-33-
Lemma 2.1.2: Let G be a separable, locally compact,
commutative group and U an irreducible unitary representa­
tion of G in a separable Hilbert space .
Then U is a one-dimensional representation of G in^\.
Proof: Let g6G. Then U(g) commutes with all of the
operators U(x) (x6G).
Hence U(g)e .
But U is irreducible, and hence by corollary 1.2.12 
U(g) is a multiple of the identity operator: 
u(g)=x(g)1 (q6G), for some x^G.
Thus every subspace of the representation space is 
invariant under U so that ^  has to be one-dimensional
Remark: If G is compact and commutative, it follows
from Lemma 2.1.2 and Peter-Weyl theorem that G 
is discrete.
Definition 2.1.3: Let X be a separable, locally compact
Hausdorff space, and let y be a positive Borel measure
-34-
defined on the Borel subsets of X. For each xSX, let
be a separable Hilbert space, whose dimension dimV^ is a 
y-measurable function of x.
The set / dy(x) denotes the set of all functions
ë
defined on X such that 
f (x) for each xGX.
Furthermore, its elements must satisfy <f^(x),f2 (x)> is a 
y-measurable function of x for any two f , f 26/^V^dy (x) , and 
/x"^f  ^f for any fe/^H^dy(x).
The set ^^dy(x) is a vector space under the usual operations 
J®
of addition and scalar multiplication. It becomes a Hilbert 
space if we identify two functions differing on sets of 
y-measure zero, and define the scalar product 
<f^(x) ,f2 (x)>dy (x) .
X
The Hilbert space ^  dy(x) is called the direct integral
J@X
Hilbert space with measure y .
Definition 2.1.4: Let X be a separable, locally compact
Hausdorff space, and let y be a positive Borel measure 
defined on the Borel subsets of X. Let G be a separable, 
locally compact group. For each x6X, suppose that^] 
is a separable Hilbert space and an irreducible, unitary 
representation of G in form the direct integral
Hilbert space
jLdy (%)- 
e x  *
-36-
Let U^dy(X) be a direct integral decomposition of U 
into irreducibles. For each Borel subset E of N, let rj
be a subset of A consisting of all X with x^GE. (By
X ‘
theorem 2.1.5 each U is of the form x ► (xGN' ,
and X GN).
A
We consider the subrepresentation U^dy(X)
This acts in some subspace Mg of li(A),Clearly, M ^ ^ = M ^
Thus we have split U into two subrepresentations: the
first is a direct integral of irreducible representations 
defined by characters in E, the second is a direct integral 
of irreducible representations defined by characters in N\E
Let Pg denote the projection operator whose range is Mg.
Then E----^Pg assigns a projection operator to every Borel
subset Ê ; and it is easy to see that this assignment
satisfies the following properties:
1) Pg=I'
2) for all E and F in N,
3) P
whenever E^(\Ej=p^ for i^g, i,j=l,2,...
Hence P_ is a projection-valued measure associated with 
E
the representation U of N.
“38“
Let xeX be a fixed element. Consider the set of all g in 
G satisfying x-g=x. This set is in fact the stability sub­
group Gg of Gy which is a closed subgroup. We shall denote 
it by H ( [17]; p. 131).
Clearly, x'gi=x*g2 if and only if Hg^=Hg2 . Thus, the points 
of X are in one-to-one correspondence with the cosets in 
the right coset space G/„.
ri
Furthermore, the action of G on G/„ is the canonical one;
n
the group element g sends the right coset Hg^ into the right 
coset Hg^g.
Under the mapping x'g-^Hg, the separable, locally compact 
topology of X corresponds to that of G/^ induced from the 
separable locally compact topology of G.
Lemma 2.2.1: Let G be a separable, locally compact group,
H a closed subgroup and X=G/^ the quotient space.
Let y be any quasi-invariant measure defined on the Borel sets 
in X. Then for any Borel set E in X,y(E)=0 if and only if it  ^(E) 
has Haar measure zero, where 7r:G^X=G/„ denotes the natural
n
map.
This lemma has been proved in [11].
-39-
Corollary 2.2.2: Let y be any quasi-invariant measure in
X. Then y is unique (up to equivalence) ;- ' ;; • .
This corollary is a consequence of theorem 1.1.10.
Let y be any quasi-invariant measure on X=G/^. For each geG, 
we define a measure y^iby y^;(E) =y (Er g) , where ECX is a Borel 
set.
Then for each g in G,y^ and y are absolutely continuous 
with respect to each other.
By Radon-Nikodym theorem for each gGG, there exists a
Borel function on X such that
y
y g(E) |qg(x)dy (x) for any Borel set ECX.
Leiiima 2.2.3: The f’jnetion ‘'"g defined above h^s ■'-.he
following properties:
1) Pg(x) is a Borel function on GxX;
2) ^ (x)=P_ (x)P (xgi) for all g^Gz i^  ^ G, and x6X.
9i9z 9i 92 ^
A proof of this lemma is given by Mackey in [ii]
' ■%
-40-
2.2.4 Definition of Induced Representations:
Let G be a separable, locally compact group and H a closed 
subgroup. Suppose that y is a quasi-invariant Borel 
measure on the quotient space X=G/^.
Let be a unitary representation of H in a separable
Hilbert space ^  .
Let K denote the set of all functions (j) from G to such that
1) is a Borel function of g for each i(j in
2) For all h in H, and g in G, ^(hg)=U^(h)^(g) holds 
everywhere except possibly on a set of y-measure zero;
3) (x) / (|) (x) >dy (x) <~.
Then K becomes a separable Hilbert space if we identify
functions arffering on sets of y  ■measure zero and define
the scalar product^
((f),![;.) =/<Mx) (x) >dy (x) .
X
2
We shall denote this Hilbert space by L^(G,^^,dy)
For each g in G, k in G, and (G,%^dy) we define
U(g)*(k)=f (kg)/Pg(k) .'
We shall verify that U is a unitary representation of G
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in L^(G,^,dy) .
U has the following properties:
1) For each in G, $6L^(G ,#g,dy)
U (9j^ ) U(g2> <() (k) = U(g2)*(kg^)/Pg (k) =
=*(kgig2)/Pg^(k)Pg^(kg^) = «(kg^g^i/Pg^g^fk) 
=U (gj^g2) (j) (k) by lemma 2.2.3.
2) For each (t>f^  in (G ,dy ) , ' g6G we have 
(U (g) (f), U (g) ip) = /^<U (g) (j) (x) ,U (g) ip (x) >du (x) 
=/^p^ (x) <(p (xg) , ip (xg) >du (x) =
=/^pg(xg l)<0(x),^(x)>dy(xg ^)=
=/ <cp (x) (x) >d]j (x) = (cp rip) by the definition of pX
Hence U(g) is a unitary operator on (G/^^,dy).
3) For each (prip in (G^  |p(q , dy ) and g6G 
(U(g) (prip)=J^<U (g) (p (x) rip (x) >dy (x) =
=/x/pg (x) <(p (xg) rip (x) >dy (x) .
The integrand is a Borel measurable function in both 
variables. It follows that (U(g)(prip) is a Borel function 
on G for each #,^eL^XG,^^dy).
By lemma 1.2.4., U is a unitary representation of G in 
Lm  (G,Ho,dp)-
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1^2 ( X ) \ ) /W(j) (x) >dy (x) —
<(f) (b (x) ) , (f) (b (x) ) >dy (x) = [|  ^ ^ ) ' since
<(j) (b (x) ) ,({) (b (x) ) > is a Borel function'on G which is 
constant on each right coset Hg.
For all ,dy ) and x6X, (WVip) (x)=Vif; (b(x) ) =
UQ(b(x)b  ^(b (x) ) ) (x) = ÜQ(b(x)b ^(x))^(x)=^(x).
Hence WV=I, V the identity operator on the space 
0^l " (xU&n'dy).
Thus W maps the space L ^ ( G , V V o ^  onto the space (X,|p\p,, dy )
-1
It follows that V and W are unitary and V7=V
If xex and gGG, then b(x)g=b(xg)=xg , where k denotes Hk, the 
right coset of k6G with respect to H.
Let ipeL^ (X,Hq ,dy ) . For each x6X and gGG, we have 
V^^U(g)V^(x)=U(g)(V^Xb(x))=
-1=V\p (b (x) g) =Uq (b (x) gb (b (x) g)) \Jj (b (x) g) = 
=Uq (b(x)gb"^ (xg) ) ip (xg) .
Hence the representations U and U* of G are unitarily 
equivalent.
Theorem 2.2.7.: Let G be a separable, locally compact group,
H a closed subgroup, and Uq a unitary representation of H in 
a separable Hilbert space
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Let y and v be quasi-invariant measures on the space X=G/H.
We do the inducing construction to get unitary representations 
and 'îu in the Hilbert spaces L^,(G,#-Q,dy) and L^(G, (f|.Q,dv) , 
respectively.
Then and are unitarily equivalent.
Proof :
By Corollary 2.2.2. y and v are absolutely continuous with 
respect to each other. Let p be the Borel function which 
is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of y with respect to v, and
let ÏÏ be the natural projection of C onto X.
Then, clearly, for each ^eL^XG,^Q,dy), /pTiT cp is in
I
Conversely, every / in L^^(G,^^ ,du) can be written in the 
form /poTT (p for some (p in L^XG,&Q,dy).
Let V be the map (p  y/poir (p of L^^(G,\^q ,dy ) into L^(G,^^ ^  ,dv) ,
Then clearly V is a unitary map.
The verification of the fact that V^U(g)V ^U(g) is also 
immediate.
2.3. The Imprimitivity Theorem and Some of Its Applications
Definition 2.3.1: Let G be a separable locally compact
group, and U a representation of G in a separable Hilbert . 
space
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Let X be a separable locally compact Hausdorff space, and
suppose that G acts on X such that the map (x,g) ---- >-x*g
of X X G into X is a Borel function.
By a system of imprimitivity forUwe mean a projection-valued 
measure P on X to W, such that for all gSG, U(g)P^U ^(g)=Pg,g-l
for all Borel sets E in X, where E*k is the image of E in X 
under the action of k.
Definition 2.3.2; Let G be a separable locally compact group, 
X a separable locally compact G-space, ^nd U a unitary 
representation of G.
We say that the system of imprimitivity P for U is transitive, 
if there exists an orbit of X under the action of G whose 
complement has measure zero with respect to the projection 
valued measure P.
2.3.3; Let G be a separable locally compact group, H a closed 
subgroup and X=G/H the quotient space.
Let 7t ; G   ^ X=G/H be the natural projection of G onto X.
Let be a unitary representation of G in a separable 
0
Hilbert space .
Suppose that U is the induced representation of G in the 
space L^(G,^-q ).
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Let E be a Borel subset of X, and E'=7T^(E)the inverse image 
of E in G under the natural map tt:G  xi
Let ipg, be the characteristic function of EÎ Then the map
<P is a projection in the space We denote
this projection by P^.
Then E  P^ is a projection-valued measure associated
with the Borel space X.
Furthermore, we also have U(g)P^U ^(g)=Pg^^-l for any Borel 
set E in X and g6G.
Thus, P constitutes a system of imprimitivity canonically 
associated with the induced representation U of Gf ‘
Remark ; The canonical system of imprimitivity associated 
with the induced representation U of G is transitive. -
Theorem 2.3.4 The Imprimitivity Theorem
Let G be a separable locally compact group and H a closed 
subgroup.
Let V be a unitary representation of G in a separable Hilbert 
space and P a transitive system of imprimitivity for V 
defined on the Borel space'"X=G/H.
Then there exists a unitary representation of H in a Hilbert
space and a unitary map W:L^(G,&Q)  such that the
following holds‘
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1) For all gSG,
_ 1
WU(g)W =V(g) where U is the induced representation of
G in LZ(G,&_);
2) For all Borel subsets E of X,
WPgW ^=Pg ,where P ' is the projection valued measure 
canonically associated with the induced representation U 
of G.
A proof of the imprimitivity theorem will be given in the 
next section.
2.3.5 Remarks;
1) Let G be a separable locally compact group, X a separable 
locally compact Hausdorff space, and y a quasi-invariant 
measure defined on the Borel subsets of X.
Suppose that y is invariant, and G acts on X such that the 
map (x,g)  »x-g of xxG into X is Borel.
We define a representation U of G in L^(X,dy) by putting 
U (g) (f) (x) =(f) (x* g) where (f>eL^  (X,dy) 
x6X and gGG,
We construct a projection-valued measure P in such a way that 
the Pg act on (X,dy). We define P^ to be the operator
(p where is the characteristic function of the set
E in X.
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Then E  Pg is a projection valued measure and for each
gGG and U(g) satisfy
- U(g)PgU ^(g)=Pg^g-l for all E C X ,  where E is a Borel 
subset of X.
2) Let G and X be as in 1).
Let V be a unitary representation of G in a Hilbert 
space and P a system of imprimitivity for V.
If E is a Borel subset of X such that ? (e n e .g)0(E-gSE)
for all g in G, then the range of Pg is an invariant subspace 
of . If either E or X\E is not of I* measure zero, then this 
projection gives rise to a direct sum decomposition of V.
3) Let U be a representation of G in a Hilbert space , and
P a system"of imprimitivity for Ü.
Then we say that the system (U,P) is irreducible, if there 
is no ncn--trivial subrpace of ^  which is invariant under all 
U(g), and all Pg where E C X is a Borel subset and gCG.
Clearly, if U is an irreducible representation of G, then
the system (U,P) is also irreducible.
However, if the system (U,P) is irreducible, then, in 
general, U is not an irreducible representation of G.
Corollary 2.3.6; Let G be a separable locally compact 
commutative group, and @ its dual.
Let Ü and V be unitary representations of G and G, respectively
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in a separable Hilbert space .
Suppose further that
1) U(x)V(Xj=X(x)V(X)U(x) where x6G, and X6G
2) ^  has no non-trivial subspaces invariant under the 
combined action of U and V.
Then U is unitarily equivalent to the right regular 
representation of G in (G) and V is unitarily equivalent 
to the representation V  in (G) given by,
V'(x)0(y)=x(y)0(y) where y6G, x^G and (p€L^  (G) ,
Remark :
When G=G=IR , the reals under addition, condition 1) in the 
corollary becomes U(x)V(y)=e^^^V(y)U(x)
for x,y6IR . Suppose that the one-parameter groups {U(x)} 
and {V(y)l are generated by hermitian operators p and q, 
respectively, so that U(x)=e^^^ and V(y)=e^^^. Then 
condition 1) of the corollary corresponds to the condition 
qp-pq=il. But this is just the commutation condition imposed 
on the operator of position and momentum in a one-dimensional 
quantum-mechanical system.
Thus, corollary 2.3.6 implies Stone-von Neumann uniqueness
theorem which states that these commutation relations have a
unique irreducible solution.
'
Lemma 2.3.7; Lee G be  ^ separable locally compact group,
G its dual group and W  a separable Hilbert space.
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It is easy to check the following:
Sublemma: r maps C^(G) onto (M) as well as {^ec^(G)|^>0} 
onto (M) and it is continuous with respect to the
topologies on C^(G) and C^(M) induced by an invariant 
metric ([19]; p.356).
Let U q be a unitary representation of H in a Hilbert space 
and denote b y ^  the set of functions f:G  satisfying
 ^ y
1) f(hx)=p(h)2 U q (h)f(x),h6H, and x€G;
2) <f(x),f(x)>% dy(x)<co;
3) f is strongly measurable, that is, || f (x) || is a 
measurable function of x for x6G.
Condition 3) also implies that f is weakly measurable. Thus 
for each wC#Q, <f(x),w> is a measurable function of x for 
x6G.
Remark: We shall assume that H q is a separable Hilbert space
0rsted indicated in p. 9] that this separability condition can 
be dropped.
Lemma 2 .4.2: For fsj and (t)ec (G) ,
y :T( p <f(x),f(x)>u 0(x)dy(x);
i f ^  J Q nQ
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a (well-defined) Radon measure on M, that is a continuous
linear functional on C (M).
o
^  defines a pre-Hilbert space with respect to the inner 
product given by the continuous linear functional in Lemma 
2.4.2.
For f e %  let ||f|U = and let
{fej-i IIf II <«0}
{fe^l ||f II =0 }
Then ^ i s  a Hilbert space, the completion of .J"with respect
t o  I I  I I -
Then for fe^,
U(x)f(y)=f(yx) (x,y6G) defines a unitary representation 
U of G in the induced representation of from H to G.
We also let
(P (ip) f ) (x) (tt (x) ) f (x) for fG%, (M) for each xGG.
Remark ; For any Hilbert space K# the set of all
bounded linear operators T on ^ i s  a Banach algebra normed by,
||t ||= sup(’|| Tf II f e K  I I  f I I  f !>•
If Tefil^K) and f ,ge(t, then there exists a unique T*e(&[K) 
such that
<Tf,g>=<f,T*g>.
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It can easily be checked that the map T --->-T* is an involution
on that is, that the following four properties hold:
1) (T+S)*=T*+S*,
2) (aT)* =ÔT*,
3) (ST)* ^T*S*,
4) T** --^T.
Definition 2.4.3: The system (U,P) is called an induced
system of imprimitivity, and P is a homomorphism from Cq (M) 
into^l^V\j, all bounded linear operators on satisfying, 
U(x)P(i{i)0(x)~^=P(R(x)i(/) , x6G, where 
(R (x) Ip) (tt (y) ) =i[) (tt (yx) ) for y6G (ipec^ (M) ) .
We re-state the imprimitivity theorem:
Theorem 2.4.4: Let V be a unitary representation of G in
a Hilbert space \\' , and P':Co(M)  a homomorphism with
P'(Co(M))^^ dense in , and
V(x)P' (i|j)V(x)"^=P' (R(x)iJ;) , (x6G and ^ec^(M)).
Let H be a closed subgroup of G.
Then there exists a unique (up to unitary equivalence) 
unitary representation U q of H in a Hilbert space ^ ^ , such 
that the induced system of imprimitivity (U,P) in is 
unitarily equivalent to the pair (V,P'); that is, there
exists a unitary operator W:|V' such that tor each
xGG, and ipSC^ (M) ,
W"^U(x)W=V(x), and 
W ^P (ip) W=P • (ip) .
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Proof ; Let J) denote the Carding domain,
S>=span {V((p)x |x6^',(f)6C-(G) } ,
where V((f)) = I (p (x) V(x”^) dy (x) , ((pec (G) ) .
) G o
Lemma: For x,y6^', the linear functional (p ---- >-<P’(x(p) x,y>
((peCo(G) is a Radon measure, denoted by dyx,y
So, for x,y6%',
<P' (T(p)x,y>=[ 0(g) dy (g) ((peCo(G) ) .
In particular, if x,ye5),< P'(T(p)x,y> ((p6Co(G)) defines a Radon 
measure X on GxG.
We now return to the proof of theorem 2.4.4.
For x,yeSiand g6G we let dy (g)=h (g)dy(g), and definex,y X ,y
3(x,y)=h , (■•e) where e is the identity in G.X , y
Then 3 is a sesquilinear form on and it can easily be
checked that the following hold:
1) 3(x,x)>0, xe5);
2) 3 (V(h)x,v(h)y)=p (h) 3 (x,y) for x , y 6 &  h6H
3) <P ' (T(p) X ,y) =. (p (g) 3 (V(g)x,V(g)y)dy (g)
G
for x , y G &  (p6Co(G) .
We now let («Vker 3), the Hilbert space completion, and
ÜQ(h)[x] = [p(hr^ V(h)x], where h6H, xsSl, and [x] is 
the equivalence class of x.
Then <U^(h)[x],[y]>=p(h)  ^ 3(V(h)x,y) is a continuous
function of h for each x,ye£), and hence U q is a unitary represen­
tation of H in H-Q '
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The physical interpretation is that <ip,(p> is the transition 
probability, the probability of finding the system to be in 
the state ip, when it is in the state (p.
Definition 3.1.1: A bijective map T : ^  is an automorphism
of if it preserves the transition probability, that is,
<Tip ,T(p>=<ip, (p> for all ip,cp in
Definition 3.1.2: If T:^------  ^is a ray map, we say that a
linear or anti-linear map T:«^  implements T, if
Tip=TTi for a] 1 ipe.lV.
Definition 3.1.3: By an anti-unitary operator A on , we mean 
a map A:U- which satisfies:
1) A (ip+(pj =Aip+A(p for all (p,ip in
2) A(Aip)=XAip, for all in
3) <A\p ,A(p>=<\p ,(p> for all ip , (p in
Wigner proved the following theorem in [3j] ;
Theorem 3.1.4: Let T:^ ^  be an automorphism of 'S'.
Then there exists an operator T on tt, which is either unitary 
or anti-unitary such that T implements T.
Let G be a Lie group and, let g  T be a representation of
G in the group of automorphisms of H. We suppose that T^ 
is implemented by the operators U(g), which may be unitary or 
anti-unitary.
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We shall assume that U(g) are unitary for all g6G,
For g^^g^ in G, since Ufg^jUfgg) and U(g^g2) implement the
same automorphism T , it follows that there exist constants
'^1^2
üj(gi,g2) of modulus unity such that,
U(9i)U(g2)=w(g^,g2)U(g^g2) for all g^,g2 in G.
We say that U is a projective (or multiplier) representation 
of G in
Since,
U(g^) [U(92)Ufg„)]=[U(g^)U(g2)1U(g^) for all g^,g2,g^ in G, 
we have
(A) w(g^,g2gg)w(g2 ,gg)=w(g^,g2)w(g^g2,gj) for all gi,g2'93 in G
Furthermore, since U(e)=I (e is the identity element in G) is 
the identity operator on it follows that
(B) 0) (g,e) =0) (e,g) =1 for all g in G. . ^
Definition 3.1.5: Any function wdefined on GxG taking values
in the multiplicative group of all complex numbers of modulus 
unity, and satisfying equations (A) and (B) is called a
multiplier of G.
Lemma 3.1.6: Let U be a projective unitary representation
of G with multiplier w in a complex separable Hilbert space
k, implementing an automorphism T of H  for each g in G.
 ^ ~g —
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Furthermore, suppose that for g in G^U'(g) are unitary operators 
on 4  implementing the automorphism Tg of 4^ .
Then there exist complex numbers a (g) of modulus unity such 
that
U ' (g) =a (g) U (g) for all g in G.
Furthermore, for all g^,g2 in G, U' satisfies 
u' (gj^)U’ (g2)=w' (g^/g2)U' (g^g2) , where 
a(gi)a (g-)w (g, ,g_)
— a(g,g2)
Multipliers w and w ’ of G related in this way are said to be 
cohomologous.
3.2 Multipliers on Locally Compact Groups
Throughout this section we shall assume that G is a separable 
locally coiiipcicc topological group.
Definition 3.2.1; A function w:G%G T is said to be a
Borel multiplier, if to is Borel measurable, and satisfies 
equations (A) and (B), where T denotes the multiplicative 
group of all complex numbers of modulus unity.
Definition 3.2.2; A Borel multiplier to is said to be trivial,
if there exists a Borel function a:G ^T such that
-1
to(gi)g2)=G(9i)a(g2)a(gig2) ^or all g^,g2 in G
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If and ^2 are multipliers of G, then their product ^^^2 is
also a multiplier. If w is a multiplier, then so is w
All multipliers of G thus constitute an abelian group A(G).
Two multipliers and W 2 are said to be equivalent (or
-2
cohomologous), if w^W2 is trivial; we write ^^^^2 in symbols
It is clear that "'v" is indeed an equivalence relation. The 
set of all trivial multipliers constitute a subgroup A q (G) 
of A(g).
The factor group A(G)/Aq (G) is the set of all equivalence
2
classes of multipliers; it will be denoted by H (G,(E) .
3.2.3; Let G be a locally compact group, and let w be a 
multiplier of G. We define a new group G^ to be the set 
of all pairs (A,g), where X6T and gSG; its multiplication 
is given by.
f ' ' ' ' • 1
a) — (X_^>gp '?1?2 (X^.a^)RG“,i=l. 2
' I ' " - J
Then G^ is the semi“direct product of T and G with G acting 
on T depending on w .
We shall assign a topology to G^, which makes G^ a locally 
compact group, and it is such that the multiplication in G^
is continuous in this topology:
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By an analogous computation, we have
n"(9 2 ,92)"j n ' (9jl ,s) {£2 (92 )-f2 (s) }dv (s) for 9^/92 bn N 2
By inserting the last expression into (B) we obtain
jn(k,s){f^(kg^  ^)-f (k) } {f 2 (92 ^s)-f 2 (s) }dy (k) dv (s)n " (92,92)=
GXG
for 9^/92 bn N 2 .
In this integral only f^ and £2 depend on g^ and g 2. Thus the 
smoothness of n " with respect to the coordinates of g^ and g 2 
follows from that of f^ and £2 and the analycity of group 
multiplication on N.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
3.3 Multipliers on Some Special Groups
Proposition 3.3.1; Let G be a locally compact group, and 
w a multiplier for G. Then w is said to be symmetric if 
^ (92,9%)=^(9 2 /^1 ) ell 92,92 bn G.
Proposition 3.3.2; Let G be a separable, locally compact
abelian group, and w a symmetric multiplier for G. Then
w Is locally trivial. -
Proof ; The symmetry of w implies that G^ is abelian. 
Let ( ^ ,e)6G^ be a fixed point with and' |Xq|=1.
Then there exists a character x on G^ such that x(^n,o)^b
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equivalent to the multiplier defined by the function expiB(x,y)
Proof ; It is trivial to verify that the function expiB(x,y) 
is a multiplier for every real bilinear function on V%V.
We state the following
Lemma : Let G be a separable, locally compact, connected,
simply connected group. Let w be a multiplier for G which is 
locally trivial. Then w is globally trivial. A proof of 
this lemma is given in Parthasarathy [20].
We now return to the proof of proposition 3.3.3.
For any x6V we consider the subgroup of all points tx,teiR.
It is well-known that IR has only trivial multipliers. Hence,
it follows that there exists a function X^(x) such that
-1 -1
w(tx,sx)=X^^g(x)X^(x) Xg(x) for all t,s6IR, xGV, x^O,and
I A  ^  ) I —  -L .
Thus, ' { (X^ . (x) , tx) I teiR } is a one-parameter subgroup of 
We consider the expression
(1) w(y,tx)w(y+tx,-y)w(y,-y) ^ , where x,y6V, teiR.
By theorem 3.2.6, we can suppose that w is a C -function in
in a neighbourhood N of the origin in V.
Assuming that y is in N, and differentiating the expression (1)
with respect to t, and putting t=0, we get
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^  ü3(y,tx)| +w(y,-y) ^4^m(y+tx,-y) for all x6V.
t=0
We now put
(2) IF (x,y) = ^ 0) (y ,tx) | +w (y,-y) (y+tx,-y) |
t=0 t=0
Integrating we get
(3) expitF (x,y) =03 (y, tx)o3 (y+tx,-y) 0) (y ,-y)  ^, and in particular 
this relation holds for any x,y in V and tGIR .
Putting t=l, we get
(4) 03 (y ,x) 0) (y+x,-y) =w(y,-y) expiF (x,y) .
We also have,
(5) 03 (x,y) 03 (x+y ,-y) =03 (y ,-y) , and therefore
-1
expiF (x,y) =03 (-x,y) 03 (y ,x) for all x,y in V.
Thus, F (x,y)=-F(y,x). From equation (2) it also follows that 
F is a linear function in x.
Hence, F is a skew-symmetric real bilinear functional on Vxv.
Since V is simply connected it follows from the lemma, and 
proposition 3.3.2 that the symmetric multiplier 03 (x,y) 03 (y,x) is 
trivial,
2 -1 
03(x,y) =03 Cx,y) Ü3 (y ,x) 03 (y ,x) 03 (x,y) is equivalent to
03 Cx,y) 03 Cy ,x) ~^=exp-iF (x,y) .
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Hence, w(x,y)exp “ F(x,y) is locally trivial and therefore 
by the lemma globally trivial.
We now put B(x,y)=-^F(x,y) (x,y6V).
This completes the proof of the proposition.
Proposition 3.3.4; Let G be a separable locally compact group 
which is a semi-direct product N x K , where N is a normal closed 
subgroup of G, and K is a closed subgroup of G .
Let w be a multiplier for G.
Then there exists an equivalent multiplier of the form
(A) , ojg (n^^k^ ,n2k 2) =cr (n^ ,a (k^ ) (n2) ) Ô (k^ ,k2) ip (U2 2) for all
'^2^^ ' where
a is a multiplier for N, 6 is a multiplier for K and ip'is a 
Bore] function defined on NxK and taking values in T; 
furthermore, a, 6 and ip satisfy the following conditions:.
(1) a (a (k)(n2) (k)(n2) ) = CT (n2 ,n2) ^  (n2n 2 ,k) ip (n2 ,k) ^ip(n2,k)  ^
for all kGK, nyn2GN, and
(2) ip (n,k2k 2) ■ = ip (a (l^ ){n) ,kg ) ip (n,k2) for all nGN k 2 ,k26K.
Conversely, if a, ô and ip are functions satisfying the conditions 
described above then the function ^2 defined by (A) is a 
multiplier for G.
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Proof : The converse p^rt of the proposition can be proved
by direct verification.
To prove the first part, we note that
w (î\ a (kj^ )(n2) ,k k^) w (k ,n2k2)
w(n k.,n.kg)=w(n ,a(kbhrj) ---------------------------------- , since
 ^  ^ «X“(ki)(n2) ,k^k2>
w is a multiplier for G.
For every kGK, a(k) is an inner automorphism of N. Using this 
fact and putting o) (n,k) =a (nk) (nGN,kGK) we get
a(n2k2n2k2) w(k2,n2)
a,(ny^,n2k2)= “ ,a (k^  )(n2)) Câ(k^)(n2' ~ '^y
which is equivalent to
wfn^, a (k^)(n2>) co (k^ ^ 2) ip (n2 ,k^ ) , where 
ip ( n 2 , k 2 )  =o j  ( k ^  , U 2 )  w ( a  ( ] ^ ) ( n 2 ) , k ^  ) ^ .
We shall denote by a and 6 the restrictions of w to N and K 
respectively.
Thus 0) is equivalent to a multiplier , where is defined 
by,
^1 ^ ^1^1'^2^2^ ~ o(ng,a(^^hn2) 6 (k^ ,k2) ip (n^.k^ ) .
Putting kj=n^=e; k2=k2=e; and n2=n2=e successively in the 
above expression we get
ip ( n 2 , k j ) = Ü 2 ( k ^  , 1 : 2 )  ; a  ( r i j ^ , 1 1 2 )  ( n j ^ r n 2 ) ;  5 ( k 2 , k 2 ) = W i  ( k 2 , k 2 ) .
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Lemma 3.3.7: Let G be a Lie group and w a multiplier for G,
which is infinitely differentiable in a neighbourhood of the
identity. Then itself admits a Lie structure.
Proof : It is easy to see that the product xy of any two
elements x,y in G^ can be expressed in some coordinate system 
as a c “ - f unction of their arguments.
By the remark following theorem 2.6.2 in [3], G^ itself admits 
a Lie structure.
Proposition 3.3.8: Let G be a Lie group, and w a multiplier
for G.
Then there exists a multiplier w ' which is equivalent to w and 
analytic in a neighbourhood of the identity in G.
Proof : We assume that w is infinitely differentiable in a 
neighbourhood of the identity in G. By lemma 3.3.7 G^ admits 
a Lie structure.
. w ' ' ' ' ' - ^ : / ' - ; -
The mapping 8:(A,g)— of G .onto G is an analytic homomorphism,
By the theory of semi-direct product extensions there exists 
an analytic homomorphism y of an open set N containing e in G 
into G^ such that 3y(g)=g for all g€N.
Then y (g) is of the form
y (g)= (aCg),g) for all gSN, where |a(g)|=l. We have
—  I —  1 '
Y (g^)Y (g2^ Y ^ 9^92) = (a(g^)a(g^)«(9292) w(92'92),e)
for all g2,92 6N
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function on VxK satisfying conditions 1) and 2) of the 
proposition.
Furthermore, we can assume that a,ô and ip are analytic in 
a neighbourhood of the identity in the appropriate spaces.
By proposition 3.3.3, a is equivalent to a multiplier of the 
form expiB(v^,V2)f where B is a real skew-symmetric bilinear 
function on V%V,
We shall show that, in fact, any skew symmetric bilinear form 
invariant under K is identically zero.
We choose and fix any coordinate system in V. We let A be 
the matrix of the given symmetric bilinear form, and B' the 
matrix of any invariant skew symmetric bilinear form.
Let k* denote the adjoint of k with respect to the Euclidean 
innpT product, where k is an element of K.
The invariance conditions imply that kAk*=A, and kB'k*=B' for 
all k in K.
Since the symmetric form is non-singular^A  ^ exists, and we 
-1put C=A B '.
Then
AC=B'=kB'k*=kAk*k*~^Ck*=Ak* ^Ck*, and hence 
C=k*^^Ck* for all k in K.
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Thus k* and C commute for all k in K. Since K is algebraically 
irreducible, C is a scalar times the identity operator, that 
is, B'=tA, for some teiR . Since A is symmetric, and B ' skew 
symmetric this is impossible unless t=0 .
Therefore, expiB , V 2) =1 for all v^,V2 in V.
This also implies that the function ip(v,k) on V^K satisfies the 
equation (A) ip (v^^V2 /k) =i|; ,k) 1/; (V2 ,k) for all v^,V2 in V,
and k in K .
The last relation shows that m e r e  exists a function f:K V
such that
(B) i|; (v,k) =expi<f (k) ,v> for all v6V, kGK, < , > denotes the 
Euclidean scalar product.
From condition 2) of proposition 3.3.4, we also have,
(C) ip (v,kj^k2)=i|^ (k2 (v) ,kj^ )i/j (v^k2) for all v in V and k^,k2 in K.
The equation (B) together with (C) implies that
<f (kj^k2) / v>=<f (k^ ) ,k2 (v) > + <f(k2),v> for all vGV, k^,k2€K.
Denoting k* the adjoint of k, we obtain f(k^k2)=k* f(k-,)+f{k2) 
for all k^,k2€K.
Then by Lemma 3.3.6 there exists a vector v' in V such that 
f(k)=k*v^-v' for all kGK.
Thus from equation (B) we obtain
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Ip (v,k) =expi<k*v''— v ' ,v>=expi<v^,k (v)-v> for all v in V and K.
Putting Y (vk)=exp-i<v^,v>, we obtain 
w (v^k^ ^ v^k^) =6 (k^,k^)ip (v^rk^^ ) =
= 6 (kj^  ^ k^) Y (v^kj^ ) Y (v^k^) Y (Vj^k^v^k^) and therefore w is a 
multiplier equivalent to the multiplier 6 of K.
This completes the proof of the proposition.
Remark ; We consider an example which is of great physical 
interest,
let V to be the additive group of all quadruples of real 
numbers , and K the connected component of the
identity in the group of all linear transformations of V 
onto V which leave fixed the scalar product x*y=x,.y,.-x y -x..y..-x-y-
~ ~  U U  1 1  Z Z j j ,
where x,y is in V.
The resulting semi-direct product is then isomorphic to the 
so-called proper inhomogeneous Lorentz group, the connected 
component of the identity in the group of all relativistic 
automorphisms of space-time; it is usually denoted by
Proposition 3.3,9 states that every multiplier of the 
semi-direct product VgK is equivalent to a multiplier of K.
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-1
cj) (hg) =tü (h, g) U^(h)cf)(g) holds everywhere except possibly on 
a set of y-measure zero.
3) I <(j) (x) ,(|) (x) >dy (x) <00. 
X
Then K becomes a separable Hilbert space, if we identify 
functions differing on sets of y-measure zero, and define the 
scalar product
((p,ip) = j <0(x),^(x)>dy(x).
X
We shall denote this Hilbert space by ,du) .
2
For each g,k in G and (pGL w(G,^^,dy), we define 
U(g)0 (k)=w(k,g)^(kg) /p^ (k) .
We shall verify that U is a multiplier representation of G
2
with multiplier w in the space L ^(G,#^,dy). - -
U has the following properties;
1) For each g^,g2 ,k in G, (G,^^^,dy)
U(g^)U(g2)#(k)=w(k,g^)U(g2)0 (kg^)/p^ (k) =
=w(k,g^)w(kg^,g2)0(kg^g2)/p^^TkTP^^TkgYT =
(k,g^)u(kg^,g2)‘l>(kg^g2)>''P^^^UiO = w Cg^ ,g2) U(g2g2) <t> (k)=w
by lemma 2 .2 .3 , and using the fact that w satisfies 
the multiplier condition.
2) For each (G/R^rdU), gec, we have
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(U(g)(|).U(q)i|i) = f <U(g)#(x) ,U(g)^(x)>dy (x) = 
 ^X
p (x) <4) (xg) ,ip (xg) >dy (x) = 
Y y
p (xg ^)<0 (x),^(x)>dy(xg"^)
X ^
= <#(x),^(x)>dy(x), by the definition of p . Hence U(g) are
Jx 9
2
unitary operators on the space L ^(G,^^,dy).
2
3) For each (p fip in L (G,^ ,dy) and g in G,
(U (g) <p ,ip) = <U (g) cf) (x) ,i|i (x) >dy (x) =
= /p (x) <(p (xg) ,\p (x) >dy (x) . The integrand is a Borel measurable
Jx 9
function in both variables. It follows that (U(g)(p,\p) is a Borel 
function on G for each (p in (G ,dy ) .
2
By lemma 1.2,4 U is a unitary representation of G in L ^(G,^^,dy)
2
4.2.1 Induced Representations on the space L (X,\\o,dy):
Let G be a separable locally compact group, and H a closed sub­
group of G. Let be a projective unitary representation 
of H with Borel multiplier w in a separable Hilbert space 
We shall assume that w is a Borel multiplier for G.
Let X=G/H be the quotient space, and y a quasi-invariant 
measure on X.
We shall assume that y is invariant.
For each x 6X let be a separable Hilbert space. We form the 
direct integral Hilbert space
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I dy(x)\^.
©X
We shall assume, in addition, that for each xGX, 
y-almost everywhere.
Then, | du(x)^ =L (X,H ,dy). 
©X * °
Let xGX be a fixed element. Let b :X---- >-G be a Borel section
o
such that b(x)=eGG, and xb(x)=x for each x6X.
We shall construct a projective unitary representation of G 
2
in L (X,^^,dy), which is unitary equivalent to the induced 
representation U of G in L ^ ^ ( G , d y ).
Since y is invariant, the induced representation U of G in 
2
L ^(G,^^,dy) takes the form,
U (g) (J) (k) =cü (k,g) (J) (kg) for g,k6G, and cpGL^^ (G, t^,dy ) .
2
We define operators V and W on the Hilbert spaces L (X,^^,dy) 
and L^(G/^gdy), respectively by.
V^(g)=w(g,b ^(g))U^(gb ^(g))ip(g), where gSG g=Hg is the right
2
coset of g with respect to H and ipGL (X, #^,dy).
W*(g')=w(b(g'),b"l(g'))"l*(b(g')) for g ’6G and *ei^^(G,#Q,du)
-1
Lemma ; V and W are unita. y operators, and W=V
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Proof; We show that V is well-defined. Let ipGL (xj^^,dy). 
For each g in G, and h in H, we have
V^(hg)=w(hg,b ^(hg)U^(hgb  ^(Eg) ) ip (hg) =
=w(hg,b ^(g))U^(hgb  ^(g) ) ip (g) =
=03 (hg,b"l (g) ) w (h,gb“  ^(g) ) ^U^(h) (gb“  ^(g) )ip (g) =
=03(hg,b  ^(g)) 03 (h,gb ^  (g)) \a(g,b  ^( g j ) ' ( h )  {o3(g,b ^  (g))U^(gb ^  (g))}i|j (g)
=03(hg,b ^(g))o3(h,gb  ^(g) ) ^w(g,b  ^(g) ) (h) Vip (g) =
=w (h,g) (h) Vip (g) .
Clearly, W is a one-to-one map. We show that W is an isometry.
<W(j) (x) ,Wcj) (x) >dy (x) =II W(j)|r2
= f <0 (b(x)),#(b(x))>dy(x)= || 4> , since <cj) (b Cx)), c{) (b (x)) >
Jx L w(G,#c) '
is a Borel function on G constant on each right coset of b(x).
For rll l/-eL^(x,^^,dy ) and vgy
(W# ) (x) =03 (b (x) ,b  ^(x) ) V^i/3 (b (x) ) =
=03 (b(x) ,b“  ^(x) )'"^ 03 (b(x) ,b"^ (b (x) )) (b (x)b“  ^(b(x) )^(b(x) ) 
=03(b(x),b ^(x)) ^03(b(x),b  ^(x) ) (b (x) b ^(x))^(x) =
=ip (x) , since b(x) = x
'' 2 'Hence W = I  the identity operator on the space L (X,^^,dy)
-1
It follows that V and W are unitary and W=V
2
We define a multiplier representation U' of G in L (X,^^dy) by.
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U' (g)i|3(x)=v"^U(g)Vi|3(x)=o)(b(x) ,b”  ^(x) ) “^U(g) Vij; (b(x)) =
=w(b(x),b  ^(x) ) ü^j (b (x) ,g) Vi/3 (b (x) g) =
=u)(b(x),b  ^(x) ) ^w(b(x),g)w(b(x)g,b  ^(xg) ) (b (x) gb  ^(xg) ) ip (xg) 
=A (g,x) (b (x) gb  ^(xg) ) ip (xg) , since b (x) g=b (xg) =xg where 
xex, g6G, ipGL^ (X,^^,dy) and '
A(g,x)=w(b(x),b  ^(x) ) (b (x) ,g) üj (b (x) g,b  ^(xg) ) .
2
Then by construction the representation U* of G in L (X,^^,dy)
2
is unitary equivalent to the representation U of G in L (G,H^,dy) 
and therefore, the representation U' of G is a projective unitary 
representation of G with multiplier w .
Definition 4.2.2; Let A  a n d (2)be two involutive algebras.
A morphism ^respectively isomorphism) of JL into (h is a map 
(respectively'-, a bijection) 0 of A^into (2) such .that 
(j) (x+y)=(}) (x)+(j) (y) ,(j) (Ax)=A(j) (x) ,(f) (xy)=(j) (x)({) (y) ,(}) (x*)=(J) (x) * for any 
X,y inJV, A in Œ.
Remark : Let U be a unitary representation of a separable locally 
compact group G in a separable Hilbert space
Then the commuting algebra (%! (U) of U is an algebra of bounded 
operators in a complex separable Hilbert space, which contains
I
the identity operator, and is closed under the adjoint operation 
and in the weak operator topology. \
i
I
i
Theorem 4.2.3: Let G be a separable locally compact group and
H a closed subgroup. /
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Let V be a unitary representation of G in a separable Hilbert 
space ^ , and P a transitive system of imprimitivity for V 
defined on the Borel space X=Gy^*
Then by the imprimitivity theorem there exists a unique (up 
to unitary equivalence) unitary representation of H in a 
Hilbert space such that the induced representation U of G 
in L^^(G,|=}^) is unitary equivalent to the representation V 
of G, and P is equivalent to the projection-valued measure canoni­
cally associated with the induced representation U of G.
Let (U^) be the commuting algebra of U^.
Then CL! (U^) is isomorphic to the algebra of operators in ^  
which commute with both the range of V and the range of P.
2
Proof ; Let S be the set of all operators in L ^ (G ,^ ^ ) commuting 
both with the U(g)(gSG) and with the range of the projection­
valued measure associated with U.
For each A in (U^) let (A 4>) (x)=A^(x) for 0 in L /
xGG. Then it is easily seen that ASS.
The map A  >- A is clearly a *-morphism of OL' (U^) into S.
We have to show that this map is surjective, that is, that 
every operator in S is of the form A.
Let B6S. Since the range of B commutes with the range of the 
projection-valued measure associated with U, we may decompose
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Furthermore, the representation of H is unique up to 
equivalence.
Theorem 4.2.3 also holds in the case V is a projective repre­
sentation of G.
2
4.2.4 Induced Projective Representations in the Space L (X , )
Let G be a separable locally compact group, and H a closed 
subgroup of G. Let be a projective representation of H 
with Borel multiplier w in a separable Hilbert space 
We shall assume that w is a Borel multiplier for G .
Let X=G/H be the quotient space, and y a quasi-invariant 
measure on X.
We shall assume that y is invariant.
For each x6X, let be a separable Hilbert space
We form the direct integral Hilbert space
[ d)j(x)U .
3®x ^
We shall assume, in addition, that y-almost everywhere
Then f dy (x) U =L^ (X,^- , dy ) ,
;@x X °
Let xGX be a fixed element. Let b :X — > G be a Borel section
such that bfx)= e6G, and xb(x)=x for all x6X,
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Then the induced projective representation u'of G in 
L^(X,WL,dy) is given by.o
(1)  -  U ' ( g ) ^ ( x )  = A ( g , x )  (b (x)  gb  ^ (xg) ) (xg)  , 
where
x e x ,  gee ,  i | j eL^(X,U^,dy)  , X ( g , x ) 6 O T ( m ,  and 
À ( g , x )  =&) (b (x)  ,b  ^ (x)  ) ^ u ( b ( x )  , g ) o j ( b ( x ) g , b ~ ^  (xg)  ) .
In section 4.2.1, we have shown that the induced multiplier 
representation U* of G in L^(X,W^,dy) is unitary equivalent 
to the induced representation U of G in the Mackey space
Thus, we have a multiplier representation unitary equivalent
to the induced multiplier representation U of G in 
2
L ^(G,\j^,d]j) for any choice of Borel section b :X G
satisfying b(x)=e and xb(x)=x for xGX.
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We note that each automorphism of N has A dual a* which is 
an automorphism of N. Specifically, is the character
n Clearly, N becomes an H-space if we define
[yJ
Now, by theorem 2.1.7 U is determined by a projection-
valued measure E--- > defined on the Borel subsets of the
dual group N of N. It is readily verified U and V satisfy
the identity (A), if and only if P and V satisfy
; I
V(h)Pp V(h) ^=P --ifor all hSH, and all Borel subsets E in N.
Thus P is a system of imprimitivity for V,
In order to apply the imprimitivity theorem we must have a 
transitive system of imprimitivity and H does not usually act 
transitively on N. On the other hand, H restricted to any 
orbit of H in N does act transitively and under appropriate 
circumstances we may concentrate on the restriction of P to 
an orbit. We define the orbit of x in N to be the set of
all [y]*h with hGK and let N denote the space of all orbits.
^  -1We define a subset F of N to be a Borel set if tt (f ) is a
cf
Borel subset of N, and we say that N has a countably separated 
Borel structure if there exist countably many Borel sets which 
separate points. This condition holds, in particular, whenever 
there exists a Borel subset of N which meets each orbit just 
once. Whenever it does hold we say that G is a regular semi- 
direct product of N and H. The importance of this condition is 
that it implies P^,^^=0 for seme unique orbit 0 whenever V is 
irreducible.
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Thus every irreducible unitary representation of a regular 
semi-direct product is described by a pair U,V where P is a 
transitive system of imprimitivity for V based on an orbit 
of N under H.
We state the following
Theorem: Let G be a semi-direct product of N and H, where N
is normal and commutative; N and H are separable and locally 
compact.
For each y€N, let H denote the subgroup of all h6H for which 
[-XJ *h=x ,.
Then H is closed, and for each irreducible unitary representation
of n,h-- >x(n)U^(h) is a unitary representation x^^
of the subgroup NH^.
■''TT
We form the induced representation O'^  'or G. Let C be a set 
which meets each H orbit in N once and only once. Then
1) is irreducible for all X and U^;
2) As X varies over C and varies over inequivalent irreducible 
representations of H we get inequivalent irreducible représenta-
A
XlLbtions of G and we get one equivalent to every U whether or 
not X lies in C .
3) If G is a regular semi-direct product then every irreducible
y urepresentation of G is equivalent to some  ^.
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4.3.2 Projective Representations and the Stone-von Neumann 
Theorem
Let G be a separable locally compact commutative group and G 
its dual.
Let U and V be unitary representations of G and G respectively 
and let U and V satisfy 
U(x)V(X)=x(x)V(x)U(x) for xSG and X6G.
Let W ( x ,X )=U(x)V(X) for all x,X in the product group GxG. Then 
N(Xi;Xi)W(x2,X2)=U(x^)V(Xi)U(X2)V(X2)=
=U(x^)U(x2)V(XT)V(X2)Xilx2)=
=U(x^X2)V(XiX2)Xi(x2)= W(x^X2,XiX2)Xi(%2)
Thus W is a projective representation of GxG whose multiplier oj 
is defined by the equation oj((Xj^,Xi)^(^2'^2^^ =Xg (Xp)*
Conversely, given any m-representation W of GxG we verify at 
once that W(x,X)=U(x)V ( x )  where U and V are restrictions 
of W to Gxe and ex8 respectively, and U,V satisfy the identity 
in question.
Thus the first generalization of Stone-von Neumann uniqueness 
theorem may be reinterpreted as stating that for the particular 
03 defined above the commutative group GxG has to within 
equivalence just one irreducible w-representation. It follows 
in particular that changing from one oj to another can have
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quite profound effects on the representation theory of a 
group.
The theory of representations of semi-direct products carries 
over to ^-representations without essential change whenever 
w51 on the normal subgroup N . Applying it with N=G%e we 
arrive once more at the uniqueness theorem as well as the 
additional information that our unique irreducible co-representation 
is equivalent to the co-representation of GxG induced by the 
identity representation of Gxe.
More generally, let H be a closed subgroup of G, and let be 
the group of all yGG which reduce to 1 on H. Then HxH^ is a 
closed subgroup of GxG on which co=l, and we may speak of the 
co-representation of GxG induced by the identity representation 
of HXK^.
It follows from theorem 4.3,1 and from the theory of projective 
representations that this co-representation is also irreducible 
and hence equivalent to W,
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